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Abstract
Auto-titrating positive airway pressure (APAP) devices are an effective treatment alternative for certain patients
with obstructive sleep apnea (OSA). In patients with positional sleep apnea and sleep stage dependent OSA, APAP
devices may be more preferable than continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP). The myriad of APAP machines
currently available employ increasingly sophisticated mathematical algorithms to identify and ameliorate respiratory
disturbances. The cardiovascular benefits accrued from consistent CPAP usage still remain to be proven with APAP
use. Although a reasonable alternative to CPAP, APAP titration or treatment should not be used in patients in whom
OSA coexists with risk factors for central sleep apnea and hypoventilation syndromes.

Keywords: APAP; CPAP; Adherence; Sleep disordered breathing;
Obstructive sleep apnea; Apnea hypopnea index; Treatment emergent
central sleep apnea

Introduction
Obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) is a major public health problem
in the United States, with the economic burden of disease incurring
annual costs higher than that of asthma or chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease and fairly close to that of diabetes mellitus [1].
An 18-year mortality follow-up study conducted on the populationbased Wisconsin Sleep Cohort sample found a high mortality risk with
untreated sleep-disordered breathing, independent of age, sex, and
body mass index [2]. This highlights the importance of timely diagnosis
and treatment of obstructive sleep apnea. Attended polysomnography
(PSG) and unattended home sleep apnea testing or HSAT (also known
as out of center sleep testing or cardiorespiratory polygraphy) are
the two modalities commonly used to diagnose OSA. Studies with
similar results between diagnostic PSG and HSAT have mainly been
performed in selected patients with high pre-test probability of OSA
[3]. Utilization of HSAT for the diagnosis of OSA should be limited to
select patients with a high pretest probability for OSA.
Unattended auto-titrating positive airway pressure (APAP) titration
appears to be a simple, cost effective method for treatment of OSA [4].
When compared to attended titration using continuous positive airway
pressure (CPAP), APAP expedites treatment of OSA after the diagnosis
has been made using attended PSG or unattended HSAT. Given these
advantages, APAP is increasingly used to treat OSA. Here we review the
literature to understand the benefits and pitfalls of using APAP to treat
obstructive sleep apnea.

APAP devices could be considered a reasonable option for patients
in whom insomnia is a major cause, component or consequence
of obstructive sleep apnea. Auto-titrating devices improved the
sleep efficiency and modulated the sleep architecture to enhance the
percentage of total sleep time in slow wave sleep, in some studies
comparing APAP to CPAP therapy [8,9]. One study found that
insomnia related to OSA symptoms improved with APAP treatment,
with maximal improvement reported in patients with higher severity of
OSA and excessive daytime somnolence [10]. APAP may be specifically
suited for certain elderly patients because of the preponderance of
lighter stages sleep [11] and prolonged obstructive apneas in the elderly
compared to young adults [12]. Konermann et al. have demonstrated
that compared to CPAP, auto-titrating devices decrease the mean
duration of apneas, decrease the arousal index and increase the amount
of slow wave sleep, all of which would lead to consolidated sleep in
the elderly [8]. This could be related to APAP devices delivering lower
average pressures when compared to conventional CPAP machines.
APAP might be a preferred treatment modality for obstructive sleep
apnea during pregnancy for certain patients. Hormonal and weight
changes during pregnancy can alter the severity of sleep-disordered
breathing over the period of gestation. In one study, 50% of pregnant
subjects with obstructive sleep apnea required increase in CPAP
setting at a 24-week gestation re-titration study, compared to their first
trimester titration study. The increased pressure requirement was seen
mostly in patients with substantial weight gain during pregnancy [13].
Clinical pearl: Auto-titrating positive airway pressure devices appear
to be a promising treatment option in patients with positional sleep
apnea, sleep stage dependent obstructive sleep apnea, rapid body weight

The good
There are certain patients for whom APAP is a suitable treatment
option. These include patients with prominent sleep stage and body
position dependent worsening of OSA and those who anticipate rapid
weight fluctuations [5]. Positional sleep apnea is found to be present in
7-50% of patients with obstructive sleep apnea, depending on severity
of baseline OSA [6]. In these subgroups APAP appears to be more
effective than CPAP, at least during the initial course of treatment [5].
Pressure requirements change considerably in bariatric surgery patients
undergoing rapid weight loss, and APAP devices are promising in
management of positive airway pressure therapy during this time [7].
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fluctuations, and in those whose obstructive sleep apnea is associated with
sleep fragmentation and insomnia. Long term studies comparing efficacy
of CPAP to APAP are needed to identify which pregnant patients might be
best served by an auto-titrating device.
Auto-titrating devices provide an option for expedited treatment
in patients who have been diagnosed with OSA but have yet not
undergone a CPAP titration study. This is especially pertinent given
that attended CPAP titration studies can be associated with higher cost
and longer wait times [4]. Also, patient reluctance or inability to sleep
overnight in a sleep laboratory may preclude the ability to obtain an
attended titration study. Due to the aforementioned reasons, attended
in-laboratory CPAP titration studies are increasingly being supplanted
by unattended at-home APAP titrations. Titration success rates (defined
as mitigation of residual AHI to under 10 events per hour at the most
effective tested setting) have been found to be similar when attended
CPAP titrations are compared to at home APAP titration studies [14].
Also, nightly home use of APAP for a few weeks to identify the most
effective pressure, followed by transition to fixed CPAP based on the
data from APAP use, has similar acceptance and adherence when
compared to the pressure setting obtained via single night attended
manual CPAP titration [14].
A new emerging pragmatic approach is an in laboratory, attended
APAP titration study instead of conventional in-laboratory, attended
CPAP titration study. When APAP titrations are conducted in a sleep
laboratory, a sleep technologist might be able to oversee a greater
number of studies compared to what he/she could do when working
on CPAP titrations [15]. This is because the sleep technologist is
not expending time and effort to identify and uptitrate for apneas,
hypopneas, snoring and flow limitation when working with APAP
devices. While the inherent algorithm of an APAP device is working
to attain the most effective pressure setting for a given patient, the
technologist can pay attention to other nuances of a titration such as
mask leaks, supplemental oxygen requirement, potential abnormalities
on electrocardiogram or electroencephalogram, and need for wedge
pillow or positional therapy to resolve obstructive events. Such events
would have been possibly missed in an unattended, home APAP
titration study or situations where titration studies are altogether
skipped and APAP is prescribed empirically to patients diagnosed with
OSA.
Clinical pearl: APAP titration done at a patient’s home may
offer a therapeutic pressure very similar to that obtained by a single
night attended manual CPAP titration study. For select patients with
OSA, home-based APAP titration studies may obviate the need for
attended CPAP titration without compromising the eventual treatment
recommendation.
Long term adherence to APAP seems to be good. One study
showed that 75% patients adhered to APAP treatment over five years
[16]. Baseline apnea-hypopnea index (AHI) is a major determinant of
adherence to APAP therapy. In one study patients with AHI >60 events/
hour had better adherence than those below 60 events/hour [17]. While
some studies [18] failed to show any difference in relative adherence
to APAP versus CPAP, other studies [9,19,20] showed that APAP
increases “machine on” time by 10-15 minutes per night compared with
conventional CPAP. APAP delivers lower pressures and results in lower
pressure leaks and fewer reported side effects [9,18,21]. This, in turn,
may improve sleep architecture, which may explain the slight difference
in adherence to therapy with APAP use. One study found that more
patients requiring higher fixed pressure (≥8 cm H2O) preferred APAP,
whereas those requiring lower pressure (<8 cm H2O) preferred CPAP
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[22]. This could be due to APAP being sensitive and responsive to
favorable body position (e.g. non-supine) and sleep stage (e.g. slow
wave sleep) leading to use of the lowest effective pressure that maintains
upper airway patency. CPAP, on the other hand, would continue to keep
the pressure empirically high. Amongst subjects reporting side effects
with use of positive airway pressure therapy, APAP users tend to have
better adherence compared to conventional CPAP users [21]. The
polysomnographically determined CPAP setting is not always identified
by patients as the most comfortable pressure setting to sustain its nightly
use. When device preference is measured, more patients prefer APAP to
fixed pressure CPAP [9,23], although at least one study did not find any
predilection for APAP [19]. While subjective ratings for sleepiness were
slightly lower on APAP than fixed CPAP in some studies this finding
could not be replicated in other studies [9,18-20,21,24].
Clinical pearl: There may exist a marginal benefit of APAP over
CPAP in terms of adherence, resolution of insomnia and residual daytime
sleepiness. APAP provides a personalized approach to manage OSA in
patients who have certain challenges with use of CPAP. Hence, a trial
of APAP may be a reasonable treatment strategy in a carefully selected
patient with history of poor adherence to CPAP due to persistent and
intractable side effects.

The bad
Although overall adherence tends to be good, use of an autotitrating device does not guarantee optimal adherence to PAP therapy.
Mask leak in particular is associated with poor adherence to APAP
therapy [25]. Mask leak causes the pressure between the device and the
upper airway to drop [25,26], which can increase the residual respiratory
events [25], lead to persistence or re-emergence of OSA symptoms, and
result in discontinuation of therapy. Furthermore, APAP devices can
underestimate the net pressure required to treat respiratory events and
tend to overestimate the pressure delivered at the upper airway, which
may lead to higher mask leak [26]. Optimal mask fit to preclude air
leaks is of utmost importance.
Clinical pearl: Mask leak can lead to poor adherence to APAP
therapy. A basic understanding of a “threshold level” of mask leak
(representing maximum clinically acceptable mask leak rate) in context
of the device-reported AHI can help clinicians determine whether a retitration study or mask re-fit should be the next step for a patient with
persistence or re-emergence of symptoms of sleep-disordered breathing.
Some patients may experience paradoxical worsening of sleep
quality with initiation of APAP therapy. In certain individuals, onset
of stage rapid eye movement (REM) sleep or body position changes
leading to supine posture could lead to oxygen desaturation with or
without concurrent decreased airflow [15]. When these changes are
sensed, the APAP device will gradually increase the pressure over next
several minutes. During these transitions, when only sub-optimal
pressures are provided by the APAP devices, the sustained airflow
limitation or oxyhemoglobin desaturations could result in increased
respiratory effort, cortical arousals or awakenings. The patient may also
have difficulty acclimating to rapidly fluctuating pressures, especially
if there is over-titration due to air leaks. Under these circumstances,
use of APAP in a PAP-naïve patient can be particularly challenging and
may compromise attempts to establish optimal titration pressure in a
patient with newly diagnosed OSA [15].
Respiratory event recognition and ability to resolve detected events
varies widely among different APAP devices [27]. Previous bench
studies employing physiological respiratory models of upper airway
collapse found that different APAP machines vary in perception and
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response when exposed to the same respiratory event (apnea, hypopnea,
snoring or flow limitation) [28]. Even when two different APAP
devices use a common airflow signal parameter (e.g. use of peak flow
amplitude to detect hypopnea), their inherently different algorithms
(e.g. 30% versus 50% decrement in peak flow amplitude) may yield
significant differences in delivered pressure, which can lead to nonuniformity in reported subjective outcome parameters and adherence
[29]. Most studies show overall correlation between manually scored
polysomnographic AHI and automated APAP estimates of residual
apnea index and AHI, especially in patients with a normal sleep
efficiency (i.e., sleep efficiency >84%) [30-32]. Desai et al. compared
the manually scored polysomnographic residual AHI to the APAPcalculated residual AHI and found that APAP devices overestimated
the residual AHI at lower values and underestimated the residual AHI
at higher values [32].
The tendency to underestimate residual AHI has been noted using
the S9 Autoset APAP device in one study that showed the prevalence of
residual sleep apnea in recruited subjects was remarkably high [33]. The
tendency to overestimate AHI can also be seen at higher residual AHI
values when other predisposing factors are present. One study noted the
tendency to overestimate residual AHI can be present in subjects with
more severe OSA at baseline, greater percentage of slow wave sleep,
higher pressure requirement to abolish residual respiratory events, and
in those with greater mask leak [30]. Auto-titrating devices, usually
overestimate the residual hypopnea index [31,31]. APAP device reaction
to repetitive hypopneas is dependent on the peak flow amplitude and
inspiratory airflow shape [28], and the ability to sense these parameters
depends on the algorithms utilized by each individual device. Using
inspiratory flow shape instead of tidal volume as a marker for hypopnea
could lead to overestimation of residual hypopnea and hence of the
overall AHI [28]. Also, APAP devices may record any flow decrement
as residual hypopnea, whereas manual scoring of polysomnographic
data designates a hypopnea only when a flow decrement of 30% or more
accompanies a minimum oxygen desaturation or cortical arousal [34].
Due to inability to distinguish sleep from wakefulness, APAP devices
likely include hypopneas scored during sleep-wake transitions that
would have been ignored during manual scoring of polysomnographic
data [31,33].
Clinical pearl: For residual respiratory events, the agreement between
APAP device and manually scored polysomnographic calculations is
greatest for residual apnea index, less so for residual AHI and least for
residual hypopnea index.
Considerable differences exist among APAP devices with regards
to sensitivity for detecting and abolishing snoring. In general, all APAP
devices tend to be less sensitive in detection of snoring at high pressure
settings, due to the confounding effect of increased turbine noise
associated with greater turbine speed. Low intensity snoring routinely
reported by bed partners can often go undetected by even the most
sensitive devices [35]. Less sensitive devices and those that operate at
higher pressure settings are often unable to curtail snoring [35].

Manual scoring of polysomnographic data does not include respiratory
events during wake periods. APAP devices consider the total recording
time, including periods of wakefulness, to count apneas [33]. This
partly explains why the overestimation of residual AHI severity can
be exaggerated in patients with persistent insomnia whose obstructive
sleep apnea is treated with APAP therapy.
Obstructive hypopneas, followed by central apneas, are the two
most common residual respiratory events seen in patients on PAP
therapy [36]. As noted previously, the tendency to overestimate
obstructive hypopneas and include central apneas during wakefulness
can lead to overestimation of residual AHI by auto-titrating devices.
Thus, an APAP device-calculated residual AHI of ≥6-10 events/hour
best correlates with clinical features of residual sleep apnea and also
avoids false positives [30,32]. This generalization comes with the caveat
that every APAP machine has its own non-standardized algorithms
for detecting respiratory events, with some newer APAP devices that
claim accuracy of residual AHI estimation at values less than five
[33]. This data comes from a study that defined residual sleep apnea
as respiratory disturbance index (RDI) >5 and not AHI >5, which in
part explains the reported success of lower residual AHI on the studied
APAP device as being indicative of residual OSA [33]. Given the
tendency to overestimate residual respiratory events along with variable
accuracy among APAP devices, high “residual AHI” figures should be
interpreted in the clinical context of each patient. The decision to obtain
a re-titration study or empirical pressure change based on the residual
AHI reported by an APAP device should be made on a case-by-case
basis.
Upper airway models that use an elastic collapsible tube (mimicking
collapsible pharyngeal wall) with resistance between APAP device and
the tube have compared the efficacy of different APAP devices. As
APAP technology becomes more sophisticated, advancements such as
“Obstructive Pressure Peak” [37] claim to better delineate obstructive
from central apneas on an APAP device. Certain APAP devices use
“Forced Oscillation Technology” to develop accuracy as high as
standard manual titration to determine a therapeutic CPAP setting [38].
However, high mask or mouth leaks may prevent adequate titration
on APAP devices that monitor impedance with forced oscillation
technique [15].
Clinical pearl: Given the multitude of APAP machines currently
available, along with the continuous influx of newer generation APAP
devices, providers need to understand device-reported values and how to
use the data to individualize the care for each patient.

The ugly

Clinical pearl: APAP devices miss low intensity snoring as well as
snoring that occurs when the machine delivers high pressure settings.

Auto PAP devices tend to be more expensive than conventional
CPAP devices. For newer generation APAP and CPAP devices made
by the same manufacturer, average APAP device cost could be 10-50%
greater than that of a conventional CPAP device. Detailed pricing for
devices made by different manufacturers is listed in Table 1 [39-42].
These data only represent the net prices charged by the manufacturer to
the customer for private purchase, and do not reflect insurance provider
purchase rates or individual copays billed to patients.

Although reliability in detecting residual apnea index seems good
in several APAP devices, the differentiation between obstructive and
central apneas is not optimal [33]. APAP devices show moderate
agreement with polysomnography to identify central apneas, but
unreliably low agreement for obstructive apneas [33]. The concordance
between the total number of obstructive or central apneas is greater in
patients with normal sleep efficiency, (i.e., sleep efficiency >84%) [33].

While APAP therapy enjoys a good reputation among patients and
providers, its indiscriminate use in patients with obstructive sleep apnea
and other medical comorbidities can make it ineffective and potentially
harmful. As outlined in the 2007 American Academy of Sleep Medicine
practice parameters for APAP use, patients with congestive heart failure,
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, hypoventilation syndromes,
patients who do not snore (either naturally or as a result of palate
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Manufacturer

ResMed

Philips Respironics

Fisher & Paykel

DeVilbiss

Probasics

3B Products

Medicare Participation

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

CPAP

ResMed AirSense
10 Elite
$ 808-848

PR System One REMstar
Pro
$ 569-758

F&P Icon Premo
CPAP
$ 489-925

DeVilbiss IntelliPAP
Standard Plus CPAP
$ 395

Probasics Zzz-PAP
Auto CPAP
$ 419

RESmart CPAP
$ 250-350

APAP

ResMed AirSense
10AutoSet
$ 883-923

Respironics System One
REMstar Auto
$ 639- 828

F&P Icon Auto
CPAP
$ 468-1025

DeVilbiss IntelliPAP Auto
$ 490-545

N/A

RESmart Auto
CPAP
$ 375-470

Table 1: Purchase Price in United States dollars ($) for various CPAP and APAP devices as charged by third party online merchandisers*. APAP: Auto-titrating positive
airway pressure; CPAP: Continuous positive airway pressure; *United States dollar figures ($) represent prices charged to individual customer for private purchase, and do
not represent copays charged by insurance providers.

surgery), and patients who have central sleep apnea syndromes are not
currently candidates for APAP titration or treatment [43]. Through
diligent history, physical examination, and diagnostic investigations,
the primary care provider and sleep medicine specialist should exclude
the above before prescription of APAP therapy. Also, clinical follow-up
should ensure patients who use an APAP device have not developed any
contraindications to this treatment modality.
Despite potentially similar effectiveness of APAP and CPAP to
abolish residual respiratory events with APAP and CPAP treatments,
conventional CPAP may be superior to APAP in reduction of
cardiovascular alterations in patients with obstructive sleep apnea
[44,45]. In one study systolic blood pressure, diastolic blood pressure
and homeostasis model assessment index showed significant reductions
in patients treated with CPAP but not in those treated with the APAP
[45]. Multiple studies have shown that APAP delivers lower pressures
when compared to conventional CPAP [9,15,18] and the sustained high
positive end expiratory pressure (PEEP) generated by conventional
CPAP is potentially responsible for better oxygenation [46]. This
hypothesis is well supported by one meta-analysis that showed fixed
CPAP improved minimum oxygen saturation by 1.3% more than APAP
therapy [20]. APAP treatment is characterized by greater sympathetic
nervous system activation and a lower cardio-respiratory coupling
compared with CPAP. Improved oxygenation and reduction of
sympathetic tone with better cardiopulmonary coupling may promote
better cardiovascular outcomes in patients treated with CPAP when
compared to those treated with APAP [20,44,45,47]. Could high risk
patients on chronic APAP therapy be at risk of worsened cardiovascular
comorbidities and increased risk of long term all-cause mortality?
Further long-term studies are needed to conclusively determine the
effects of APAP use on cardiovascular health.
Clinical pearl: Prospective head-to-head comparison of patients
treated with CPAP to those treated with APAP will help establish if the
reduction in long term cardiovascular morbidity and mortality differs
between the treatment modalities.
Treatment-emergent central sleep apnea could be a potential
barrier to APAP adherence and efficacy. Treatment emergent central
sleep apnea is a polysomnographic entity observed in some patients
during positive airway pressure titration for treatment of confirmed
obstructive sleep apnea. It implies emergence of central events during
PAP titration after obstructive events have significantly resolved [48].
The prevalence of treatment emergent central sleep apnea varies
between 5% and 20% in patients with new diagnosis of sleep-disordered
breathing as found during titration study [49-56]. Treatment-emergent
central sleep apnea in some cases may persist for weeks to months or
may show delayed emergence [50-52,54]. Patients with higher baseline
AHI, higher baseline central apnea index, advanced age, male gender
and potentially those with cardiovascular comorbidities are at higher
risk for development of treatment emergent central sleep apnea [4956]. Careful patient selection and follow-up is imperative to ensure
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no contraindications exist for patients treated with APAP, and to
appropriately identify patients who require an attended titration study.
Direct prescription of APAP therapy is a missed opportunity to
recognize patients who would have demonstrated treatment-emergent
central sleep apneas during an attended titration study. Auto-titrating
PAP machines, which tend to overestimate AHI, are not always able to
distinguish closed airway from open airways apneas and are unable to
distinguish central apneas of wakefulness from those in sleep. These
conditions amplify the risks of over-titration, which could lead to
treatment-emergent central apneas and hypopneas that in turn cause
sleep disruption, poor PAP adherence and possibly worsened cardiac
outcomes. Table 2 discusses some unanswered questions related to use
of auto-titrating positive airway pressure therapy.
Clinical pearl: APAP titration and treatment are not recommended
for use in patients with OSA with risk factors for central sleep apnea or
hypoventilation syndromes. Consider an attended titration study if the
patient has predisposing risk factors for primary or treatment emergent
central sleep apnea.
The 2008 practice parameters for APAP use issued an option
statement that “certain APAP devices may be used in an unattended
way to determine a fixed CPAP treatment pressure for patients with
moderate to severe OSA without significant comorbidities (congestive
heart failure, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, central sleep apnea
syndromes, or hypoventilation syndromes)” [43]. So, what would be
the most effective APAP setting that is representative of the “optimum”
fixed CPAP treatment pressure used to treat OSA? Using a randomized
control trial, Senn et al. conducted a head to head comparison of
optimum pressure setting on two different APAP devices. When they
used 90th percentile of the applied pressure (in cm of water) from a two
week adaptation period on first exposure to APAP, they found that this
specific pressure setting was the same for both devices, regardless of
the devices using different event algorithms to uptitrate [57]. Medians
and 90th percentiles of pressure applied by the two different devices did
not statistically differ among each other. However, the 95th percentile
of applied pressures during APAP mode with either device exceeded
pressures during fixed mode therapy. Gagnadoux et al. conducted an
attended APAP titration and empirically used the 95th percentile of
applied pressures as the optimal pressure for fixed CPAP treatment.
After three months of treatment a sleep study on this level of fixed
CPAP revealed an AHI <10 events/hour in over 85% of their patients
[58]. Given the fluctuations based on body position and sleep stages,
the optimal treatment pressure may not always be the pressure setting
below which 95% of all titration pressures fall (i.e., the 95th percentile)
[15].
Clinical pearl: The ideal method to determine the optimal pressure
using APAP download data (i.e., 90th percentile versus 95th percentile
versus “maximum” pressure versus median pressure), still remains to be
determined in most cases. As of now, the 90th or the 95th percentile of the
applied pressure is a commonly accepted value.
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Current State Question

Future Directions

Is APAP a better treatment option than conventional CPAP during
pregnancy and post- partum period?

Prospective studies comparing CPAP with APAP will help determine which treatment modality is
more effective in the setting of pregnancy-related hormonal and weight changes.

What are the long-term cardiovascular benefits of APAP therapy?

Prospective studies of patients treated with APAP and those with untreated sleep-disordered
breathing to compare mortality risk.

How prevalent is treatment-emergent central sleep apnea in patients
empirically treated with APAP?

Randomized controlled cross over studies comparing prevalence of central sleep apnea in
patients treated with APAP versus CPAP while on baseline best PAP (i.e., home PAP setting)
during in lab titration studies might be helpful. This will help analyze if patients on APAP are at
higher risk for having treatment emergent/persistent central sleep apnea.

How can providers compare the residual AHI calculated by different
APAP devices?

Uniformity and standardization of mathematical algorithms will help compare and contrast
efficacy of different APAP devices.

Table 2: Practical considerations with auto-titrating positive airway pressure therapy. APAP: Auto-titrating positive airway pressure; CPAP: Continuous positive airway
pressure; AHI: Apnea hypopnea index.

No guideline-based recommendations exist to determine how to
select the range of pressure on APAP devices. Goals of APAP therapy
(device acceptability and adherence versus ideal outcomes on subjective
and objective parameters of sleep) should be strongly considered when
selecting any particular range of pressures. Also, residual AHI threshold
(10 events/hour versus 5 events/hours), time spent at pressures
denoting under-titration or over-titration, and role of positional and
sleep-stage dependent OSA should be considered. Anecdotally, in our
experience providers will often narrow the APAP pressures from the
default manufacturer recommended settings after a careful analysis of
the downloaded data. For example, the settings from the factory may
range from 6-16 cm of water or 4-20 cm of water, but the range could
be narrowed to 9-12 cm of water, for example, to improve comfort by
reducing over and under titration.

Conclusion
Auto-titrating positive airway pressure offers a quick, often
effective treatment for obstructive sleep apnea, though further data
are needed to determine the benefit of APAP over CPAP with regards
to adherence, resolution of insomnia and residual daytime sleepiness,
and cardiovascular health. APAP devices show considerable interdevice variability in detection and response to respiratory events,
with inconsistent ability to distinguish open airway from closed
airway apneas. Data downloaded from APAP devices should always
be interpreted in the context of the clinical scenario, and the clinician
should use this information to determine if an attended study is
necessary.
The decision to initiate or continue APAP versus CPAP should
be made on a case-by case-basis, with attention to clinical and
polysomnographic features, subjective barriers or benefits as reported
by the patient, cost, and third party payor policies. Proper patient
selection after extensive assessment of all pertinent variables will help
identify patients who may gain maximal benefit from APAP therapy for
treatment of obstructive sleep apnea.
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